Three charged in plot to bribe juror

Prosecutor calls Feeding Our Future scheme “chilling attack on our justice system.”

In its official discipline: Public records cast doubt light on city’s processes.

Roving sensory support teams with backpacks full of toys and snacks will make their way through the Twin Cities this weekend — and, a quiet, cool tent near Loring Pond will offer an “escape space” for eventgoers with sensory issues. So have a growler of craft beer and an inflatable hammock.

Festival ‘escape spaces’ bring calm to the chaos.

In metro, flood is a bummer, not an emergency

Be aware of flooding and closures on, in trails

uman and heavy rain flooding across Minnesota have washed out state park campgrounds and trails, dam-

aged birch and roads, and left popular attractions in a statewide scale unlike any other time in recent memory, according to a state manager.

Rachel Hopper, of the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Parks and Trails Division, recalled regionalized weather-related damage such as the flooding in 2012 that hit the Duluth area and took out the Swenson Bridge over the St. Louis River at Jay Cooke State Park. This eras- tration is different, she said.

“We don’t recall ever hav- ing seen something like this,” said Hopper, who runs Visit- tors services and outreach.

The letters, signed by for- mer Mayor of Minneapolis, D-US Rep. Ilhan Omar, and 13 other congressional members, call on the president to allow emergency abortions under Idaho’s abortion ban.

The Supreme Court would allow emergency abortions in Idaho for new despite the state’s restrictions on the pro-
cedures, according to a copy of a non-filer-laiden opinion pleased by Bloomberg. Law- fer it briefly appeared on the court’s website Wednes-

day. The decision, which has not been announced, would moot that in a notable victory for the Biden administration, which has struggled to pro-

ect abortion access since the court’s decision last June.

Biden victory: Challenge in social media case rejected.

Top court seems poised to allow some abortions

Judge asked to rule on police coaching
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